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Granular computing and three-way decision are two very important methods in the field 
of knowledge discovery and data mining. In this paper, based on the idea of three-way 
decision, all attributes in the information table first are divided into three disjoint parts 
named indispensable attributes, rejected attributes and neutral attributes, respectively. 
According to the three parts of attributes, many basic and important information granules 
and granular structures can be induced from the information table. Then a novel granular 
computing model is proposed by the description operator. On the one hand, many 
mathematical properties related to the model proposed in this paper are systematically 
discussed. On the other hand, we make a preliminary and meaningful attempt to deal 
with network security by using this model. In addition, in order to apply the model more 
conveniently, two algorithms for computing description set, description degree, attribute 
reduction and reduction degree are developed. Finally, through numerical experiments, 
the validity of the algorithms and the related factors that affect the effectiveness of the 
algorithms are discussed in detail.

© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Data has penetrated into every industry and field in today’s society and become an important production factor. Now we 
often need to face and deal with massive data (research objects), and these data have a variety of characteristics (attributes) 
and characteristic values (attribute values). We can usually illustrate these data information through an information table. 
Due to limited cognitive ability, the complex data on a large scale can be divided into lots of simple blocks according to the 
characteristics of the attributes in an information table. These blocks are usually treated as information granules. Then we 
can analyze the data based on these information granules and extract useful knowledge. Therefore, this idea of granulating 
and processing the complex data is called granular computing method. In recent years, granular computing has become a 
popular research branch in the fields of knowledge discovery and data analysis [1–4].

Since Zadeh published a paper entitled “fuzzy sets and information granularity” in 1979 [5], researchers have been in-
terested in the idea of information granulation. According to the different actual requirements and the data characteristics, 
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scholars adopted different methods and rules to granulate the data. Therefore, many granular computing models were de-
veloped based on various information granules. For example, Pawlak proposed a rough set model in 1982 [6]. Its essential 
idea is to define two exact sets (upper and lower approximation sets) by using a partition on the universe and describe a set 
with fuzzy boundary. In 1985, Hobbs discussed the decomposition and merging of granules, and how to get granules with 
different sizes, and proposed a model to generate granules with different sizes [7]. Zhang put forward the quotient space 
model when they studied the problem solving [8]. First, different quotient spaces can be constructed for the same problem. 
Then we can get various solutions from different angles and levels. Finally, based on these solutions, the solution of the 
original problem can be accurately described. Lin discussed the granular computing model in binary relation, and explored 
the granular structure, granular description and granular application [9–11]. On the basis of Lin’s work, Yao proposed the 
granular computing model based on neighborhood system [12–14]. This model leaded to solve the problem of consistent 
classification by using the lattice composed of all partitions and provided a new method and perspective for knowledge 
mining. Based on probability theory and fuzzy mathematical theory, Li introduced the cloud model which can realize the 
mutual conversion between qualitative and quantitative [15]. Zheng et al. put forward a granular computing model based on 
tolerance relation [16,17]. Of course, the granular computing theory can be also combined with other related theories and 
methods to obtain many effective methods for processing data [18–26]. To sum up, we can see that scholars defined infor-
mation granules by different methods and then built corresponding granular computing models to solve various theoretical 
and practical problems.

As a wonderful number, “3” plays an important role in people’s daily life and work. Three-way decisions are ternary 
or ternary thinking, which can also be understood as a granular computing model based on three granules. By adding the 
“uncommitted” option to the traditional “accept” and “reject” options, Yao proposed a three-way decision model by dividing 
the research objects into three disjoint parts, which can effectively avoid the loss caused by the false acceptance or rejection 
under the uncertainty of object cognition, and improve the accuracy of decision [27–30]. It has been proved that the three-
way decision theory is a very effective method to deal with data, and has made a lot of achievements in many fields, 
such as three-way concept learning [31,32], three-way concept analysis [33–35], three-way clustering [36–39], three-way 
classification [40,41], three-way attribute reduction [42–44], fuzzy three-way approximations [45], and others [46–49].

Meanwhile, conflict analysis and resolution plays an important role in data mining, business, governmental, political and 
lawsuit disputes, labor-management negotiations, military operations and others [50,51]. For example, by considering an 
example of the Middle East conflict, Pawlak proposed a new conflict analysis model by assigning attribute values to + 1, -
1 and 0, where + 1, - 1 and 0 respectively represent three attitudes of the agent to support, oppose and neutral something 
[52]. Recently, combined with the idea of three-way decision, the three-way conflict analysis models have been established 
and widely studied [53–55].

According to the discussion in the preceding two paragraphs, we have further findings. In an information table, research 
objects often have many attributes. Because of the different emphases of our research and concern, the status and function 
of these attributes will be different. One often find that some attributes are necessary; some attributes are unnecessary; 
and the rest are dispensable. Based on the idea of three-way decision, we can divide all attributes into three disjoint parts. 
According to these three disjoint parts, we will define an information granule. With different problems and concerns, the 
attributes of these three parts could be changed, and the information granules will be various. In this way, we can gather all 
the information granules together and develop a new granular structure. Next, we can introduce a novel granular computing 
model which has clear meanings and good mathematical properties. In addition, the development of network technology 
not only brings convenience to people’s life, but also produces a lot of security risks. With the frequent occurrence of 
network security events in recent years, people have paid more attention to network security issues than before. More 
and more scholars have begun to study various network security issues [56,57]. So, we also study the representation and 
reduction of a class of network security by using the granular computing model introduced in this paper. Finally, we design 
two algorithms for computing description set and reduction, and test the effectiveness of the algorithms through numerical 
experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, based on the three-way idea, all attributes in an information 
table are divided into three disjoint parts, and a new kind of information granule is constructed. Then the concrete meanings 
of this kind of information granule are explained. At the same time, a more general granular structure is given, which is 
a generalization of those granular structures used in rough set theory. In Section 3, according to the granular structure 
proposed in this paper, a novel granular computing model is explored. The concrete meanings and computing properties of 
this model are studied deeply. In Section 4, as a practical application of the model, one can find that the model has a very 
good performance in dealing with the information network security. In Section 5, in order to use the model to solve practical 
problems, two algorithms are designed to compute description set, description degree, attribute reduction and reduction 
degree, respectively. In Section 6, experimental analysis shows that the two algorithms have ideal time consumption. And 
the related factors that affect the effectiveness of the algorithms are discussed in detail. Section 7 gives a brief review and 
summary of this paper and further introduces the follow-up research works.
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Table 1
An information table.

O B a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

o1 0 1 1 1 0 0
o2 1 0 0 1 0 0
o3 0 0 1 0 1 0
o4 0 1 0 0 0 0
o5 1 0 1 1 0 1
o6 0 0 0 1 0 0
o7 1 0 0 1 0 1
o8 0 1 0 1 0 0

2. The information granules and granular structure based on three-way decision

An information table is a table, rows of which are labeled by objects, columns are labeled by attributes and entries of 
the table are values of attributes, which are uniquely assigned to each object and each attribute. Usually, an information 
table can be defined by a tuple as follows [58].

I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }),
where the universe O B = {o1, o2, · · · , on} is a nonempty finite set; AT = {a1, a2, · · · , am} is a nonempty attribute set; V =
∪a∈A Va , Va is the domain of attribute a; fa : O B → Va is an information function. We use fa (o) to denote the value of 
object o on attribute a. In this paper, we suppose that Va = {0, 1}, where fa (o) = 1 means that o has the attribute a; 
fa (o) = 0 means that o does not have the attribute a, i = 1, 2, · · · , m. Meanwhile, for any o ∈ O B , there exists a ∈ AT such 
that fa (o) = 1.

According to the information table, many granular structures and granular computing models have been constructed. 
Especially, using the idea of three-way decision, objects can be divided into three categories, and corresponding granular 
computing model can be constructed to analyze and mine data in the information table. At the same time, we can also let 
the attribute values in the information table take three numbers, and build a conflict analysis model to solve the relevant 
problems in the game theory.

Similarly, when we analyze the information in the information table and solve some data problems, we will find that 
the attributes of data can be divided into three disjoint parts. For research problems, the attributes of the first part must 
appear, the attributes of the second part must not appear, and whether the attributes of the last part appear or not has 
no influence on the research problems. For instance, in the selection of scholarships, all candidates must have excellent 
examination results and social practice experience, have no cheating record and can not be international students. However, 
there is no requirement for the candidates’ sports ability and health.

Based on the above description, an information table shown in Table 1 can be developed, where we take the students as 
the research objects and regard international student, excellent examination results, excellent athletic ability, social practice, 
history of major diseases and cheating records as the attributes.

Example 2.1. Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table, where O B = {o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o8}, 
AT = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}. a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 and a6 respectively represent international student, excellent examination re-
sults, excellent athletic ability, social practice, history of major diseases and cheating records. In addition, fai

(o j) = 1 means 
that o j has the attribute ai ; fai

(o j) = 0 means that o j does not have the attribute ai , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
More details can be shown in Table 1.

According to Table 1, here are some basic information granules, which are very important and will be constantly used in 
the following sections. For example, two basic information granules with respect to attribute a1 are

ga1 = {o2,o5,o7} and ga1 = {o1,o3,o4,o6,o8},
where ga1 and ga1 are two sets of all international students and all non international students, respectively. Similarly, for 
any other attribute, we can also get two basic information granules. In this way, we can obtain twelve basic information 
granules, which are ga1 , ga1 , ga2 , ga2 , · · · , ga6 , ga6 .

According to these twelve basic granules, all the students who meet the requirements of applying for scholarship can be 
computed as follows:

(ga2 ∩ ga4) ∩ (ga1 ∩ ga6)

=({o1,o4,o8} ∩ {o1,o2,o5,o6,o7,o8})
∩ ({o1,o3,o4,o6,o8} ∩ {o1,o2,o3,o4,o6,o8})

={o1,o8}
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Let’s consider another case, some students need to be selected to participate in the sports meeting. The specific require-
ment is that all candidates have excellent athletic ability and good health. Similarly, all students who meet the requirements 
can be presented as follows:

ga3 ∩ ga5

={o1,o3,o5} ∩ {o1,o2,o4,o5,o6,o7,o8}
={o1,o5}

Inspired by Example 2.1, for an information table I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }), and any a ∈ A, ga is the set of 
all objects with attribute a; ga is the set of all objects without attribute a. For As, At ⊆ AT , where ∅ ⊆ As, At ⊆ AT , and 
As ∩ At = ∅, then the attribute set AT can be divided into three disjoint parts: As, At , and Ar = AT /(As ∪ At). The attributes 
in As, At and Ar are called indispensable attributes, rejected attributes and neutral attributes, respectively. Then all objects 
that have attributes in As , don’t have attributes in At , and have no restrictions on attributes in Ar can be proposed as 
follows:

gI
As,At

= (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ) ∩ (∩ak∈Ar (gak ∪ gak ))

= (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j )

Generally speaking, gI
As,At

is determined by three attribute sets As, At and Ar . At the same time, according to the 
structure of gI

As,At
, two special cases about gI

As,At
are shown as follows.

Special case 1: AT can be divided into two disjoint parts:
(a) If Ar = ∅, As 	= ∅, At 	= ∅, then

gI
As,At

= (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈AT /As ga j ).

Information granule gI
As,At

is determined by As and At , which is the set of all objects with only attributes in As . In other 
words, gI

As,At
is the set of all objects without only attributes in At ;

(b) If At = ∅, As 	= ∅, Ar 	= ∅, then

gI
As,At

= gI
As,∅ = ∩ai∈As gai .

Information granule gI
As,At

is developed based on As and Ar , which is the set of all objects with attributes in As;
(c) If As = ∅, At 	= ∅, Ar 	= ∅, then

gI
As,At

= gI
∅,At

= ∩a j∈At ga j .

Information granule gI
As,At

is constructed by At and Ar , which is the set of all objects without attributes in At .

Special case 2: AT can be divided into only one part:
(d) If At = Ar = ∅, As = AT , then

gI
As,At

= gI
AT ,∅ = ∩ai∈AT gai .

Information granule gI
As,At

is only related to As , which is the set of all objects with attributes in AT ;
(e) If As = Ar = ∅, At = AT , then

gI
As,At

= gI
∅,AT = ∩a j∈AT ga j .

Information granule gI
As,At

is only determined by At , which is the set of all objects without attributes in AT .

In addition, based on the structure of gI
As,At

, the followed properties with respect to set union and intersection can be 
shown as follows.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table, then the following results hold.
(1) gI

As1 ,At1
∩ gI

As2 ,At2
= gI

As1 ∩As2 ,At1 ∩At2
;

(2) gI
As1 ,At1

∪ gI
As2 ,At2

⊆ gI
As1 ∪As2 ,At1 ∪At2

.

Proof. (1) gI
As1 ,At1

∩ gI
As2 ,At2

= (∩ai∈As1
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At1

ga j ) ∩ (∩ai∈As2
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At2

ga j ) = ((∩ai∈As1
gai ) ∩ (∩ai∈As2

gai )) ∩
((∩a j∈At1

ga j ) ∩ (∩a j∈At2
ga j )) = (∩ai∈As1 ∩As2

gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At1 ∩At2
ga j ) = gI

As1 ∩As2 ,At1 ∩At2
.

(2) It can be easily proved by the structure of gI . �
As,At
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According to Proposition 2.1, for two information granules gI
As1 ,At1

and gI
As2 ,At2

, we can get a meaningful equation: 
gI

As1 ,At1
∩ gI

As2 ,At2
= gI

As1 ∩As2 ,At1 ∩At2
. It means that gI

As1 ,At1
∩ gI

As2 ,At2
is the set of all objects with attributes in As1 ∩ As2 but 

without attributes in At1 ∩ At2 .

Furthermore, based on the information granule gI
As,At

, a granular structure G I can be explored, i.e.,

G I = {gI
As,At

(	= ∅)|∅ ⊆ As, At ⊆ A, As ∩ At = ∅, As ∪ At 	= ∅}.
Suppose that I = (U , A, {Vai |ai ∈ A}, { fai |ai ∈ A}) is an information table. Based on the characteristics of gI

As ,At
, there are 

several explanations about the granular structure G I as follows.
(1) First, if ∅ ⊆ As, At ⊆ A, As ∩ At = ∅, As ∪ At = AT , it is clear that

G I = {gI
As,At

|∅ ⊆ As, At ⊆ A, As ∩ At = ∅, As ∪ At = AT }
is a partition of O B . In 1982, Pawlak developed two operators named upper and lower approximations by using a partition 
of the universe and then proposed the rough set theory [59].

(2) Second, if As = {ai}, At = ∅, then gI
As,At

= gI
{ai},∅ = gai . Thus,

G I = {ga1 , ga2 , · · · , ga6}
is a covering of O B . In 1983, Zakowski developed two operators named upper and lower approximations by using a covering 
of the universe and then generalized the rough set theory [60]. At present, covering rough set is still a hot topic in rough 
set theory.

(3) Third, if A j
s is a subset of AT such that for each a ∈ A j

s , one can find that o j ∈ ga , and for each a ∈ A/A j
s , we have 

that o j∈ga . Then

gI
A j

s ,∅
= ∩{ga|a ∈ A j

s}

is the intersection of all sets including o j in granular structure {ga1 , ga2 , · · · , ga6 }. gI
A j

s ,∅
is called the neighborhood of o j

with respect to the granular structure {ga1 , ga2 , · · · , ga6 }. Meanwhile,

G I = {gI
A1

s ,∅, gI
A2

s ,∅, · · · , gI
An

s ,∅}
is called the neighborhood covering with respect to the granular structure {ga1 , ga2 , · · · , ga6 } [61]. Later, lot of scholars 
further generalized the concept of neighborhood and got many excellent results about rough sets of neighborhood cover-
ing[62–64].

(4) Finally, based on the above analysis, one can find that

G I = {gI
As,At

(	= ∅)|∅ ⊆ As, At ⊆ A, As ∩ At = ∅, As ∪ At 	= ∅}
is still a covering of O B and contains richer and more complex information granules. At the same time, according to the 
structure of gI

As,At
, a more effective granular computing model can be proposed in the third section of this paper.

3. A novel granular computing model based on three-way decision

In this section, based on the granules and granular structures shown in Section 2, we propose a granular computing 
model. To make it easier to understand and describe, some concrete meanings of the concepts related to the model first 
given. In addition, we also discuss the abstract computing properties of many concepts of the model. These concrete mean-
ings and abstract properties play an important and irreplaceable role in the understanding and the application of this model.

Definition 3.1. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table and As, At ⊆ AT , where As ∩
At = ∅, and As ∪ At 	= ∅. For each X ⊆ O B ,

O P I
As,At

(X) = {o ∈ O B|o ∈ gI
As,At

∩ X}
is called the description set of X with respect to As, At . Meanwhile, O P I

As,At
is called the description operator with respect 

to As, At .

Obviously, O P I
As,At

(X) is a set of the objects in X that have attributes in As but do not have attributes in At . For 
each X ⊆ O B , if As ∩ At 	= ∅ or As ∪ At = ∅, then O P I

As,At
(X) = ∅. So in Definition 3.1, As, At must meet the conditions: 

As ∩ At = ∅ and As ∪ At 	= ∅. In addition, the description set O P I (X) not only has a clear meaning, but also plays an 
As,At
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Fig. 1. Four diagrams of Proposition 3.1.

important role in the following research of this paper. Therefore, for each X ⊆ O B , based on the structure of O P I
As,At

, we 
develop a heuristic algorithm for computing O P I

As,At
(X) in Section 5.

To better understand what the Definition 3.1 means, two propositions about the concrete meanings of O P I
As

(X) are given 
as follows.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For each X ⊆ O B, the following 
results hold.

(1) O P I
As,At

(X) = ∅ means that each object with attributes in As but without attributes in At does not belong to X;

(2) O P I
As,At

(X) 	= ∅, O P I
As,At

(X) 	= gI
As,At

and O P I
As,At

(X) 	= X means that only part of the objects with attributes in As but 
without attributes in At belongs to X;

(3) O P I
As,At

(X) = gI
As,At

means that all objects with attributes in As but without attributes in At belong to X;

(4) O P I
As,At

(X) = X means that each object in X has the attributes in As but does not have the attributes in At .

Based on the meanings of Proposition 3.1, we will raise a question: how do we tell if all the objects with attributes in 
As but without attributes in At belong to X? According to Proposition 3.1, we know that if O P I

As,At
(X) = gI

As,At
, then all 

objects with attributes in As but without attributes in At belong to X . If ∅ 	= O P I
As,At

(X) 	= gI
As,At

, then there are some 
objects with attributes in As but without attributes in At that do not belong to X .

Next, in order to understand Proposition 3.1 more intuitively and visually, four diagrams in Fig. 1 are shown to further 
explain the four conclusions in Proposition 3.1, and the four results (1)-(4) in property 3.1 correspond to the four diagrams 
(a)-(d) in Fig. 1, respectively.

Similarly, we will also ask how many objects with attributes in As but without attributes in At are included in O B . The 
following result gives a good answer to this question.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. Then the following results hold.
(1) O P I

As,At
(O B) = ∅ means there is no object in O B that has attributes in As but does not have attributes in At .

(2) O P I
As,At

(O B) 	= ∅ means there are objects in O B that has attributes in As but does not have attributes in At , and gI
As,At

is the 
set of all objects in O B that have attributes in As but do not have attributes in At .

As a special case of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, how do we tell if all the objects with only attributes in As belong to X or 
O B? Next, let’s answer the question.
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Corollary 3.1. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For ∅ 	= As ⊆ AT and X ⊆ O B, we have 
the following results.

(1) O P I
As,∅(X) = ∅ means that each object with only attributes in As does not belong to X;

(2) ∅ 	= O P I
As,∅(X) 	= gI

As,∅ means that part of the objects with only attributes in As belongs to X;

(3) O P I
As,∅(X) = gI

As,∅ means that all objects with only attributes in As belong to X.

(4) O P I
As,∅(O B) = ∅ means there is no object in O B that has attributes in As but does not have attributes in At .

(5) O P I
As,∅(O B) 	= ∅ means there are objects in O B that has attributes in As but does not have attributes in At , and gI

As,∅ is the 
set of all objects in O B that have attributes in As but do not have attributes in At .

In the above, we first introduce the specific meanings of the model in different situations, which are helpful for our 
intuitive understanding of the model. Next, we will discuss some basic mathematical properties of the model from the 
perspective of computing, which will greatly promote our abstract understanding of the model.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For each X ⊆ O B, the following 
results hold.

(1) O P I
As,At

(∅) = ∅;

(2) O P I
As,At

(X) ⊆ X;

(3) O P I
As,At

(O B) = gI
As,At

;

(4) O P I
As,At

(O P I
As,At

(X)) = O P I
As,At

(X);

Proof. It is immediate from Definition 3.1. �
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For X, Y ⊆ O B, the following results 
hold.

(1) X ⊆ Y ⇒ O P I
As,At

(X) ⊆ O P I
As,At

(Y );

(2) O P I
As,At

(X ∩ Y ) = O P I
As,At

(X) ∩ O P I
As,At

(Y );

(3) O P I
As,At

(X ∪ Y ) = O P I
As,At

(X) ∪ O P I
As,At

(Y );

Proof. (1) It is immediate by Definition 3.1.
(2) (⇒:) Clearly, the conclusion O P I

As,At
(X ∩ Y ) ⊆ O P I

As,At
(X) ∩ O P I

As,At
(Y ) holds.

(⇐:) For each o ∈ O P I
As,At

(X) ∩ O P I
As,At

(Y ), we have that o ∈ O P I
As,At

(X) and o ∈ O P I
As,At

(Y ). By Definition 3.1, o ∈
gI

As,At
∩ X and o ∈ gI

As,At
∩ Y , then o ∈ gI

As,At
∩ (X ∩ Y ). Therefore, o ∈ O P I

As,At
(X ∩ Y ).

(3) (⇒:) For each o ∈ O P I
As,At

(X ∪ Y ), we have that o ∈ gI
As,At

∩ (X ∪ Y ), then o ∈ gI
As,At

∩ X or o ∈ gI
As,At

∩ Y . Hence, 
o ∈ O P I

As,At
(X) ∪ O P I

As,At
(Y ).

(⇐:) The conclusion O P I
As,At

(X ∪ Y ) ⊇ O P I
As,At

(X) ∪ O P I
As,At

(Y ) is clearly valid. �
According to Proposition 2.1, it is natural that the following result holds.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For any X ⊆ O B, then we have the 
following results.

(1) O P I
As1 ,At1

(X) ∩ O P I
As2 ,At2

(X) = O P I
As1 ∩As2 ,At1 ∩At2

(X);

(2) O P I
As1 ,At1

(X) ∪ O P I
As2 ,At2

(X) ⊆ O P I
As1 ∪As2 ,At1 ∪At2

(X).

We know that O P I
As,At

(X) is a set of the objects in X that have attributes in As but do not have attributes in At , while 
O P I

As,At
(O B) is a set of the objects in O B that have attributes in As but do not have attributes in At . Usually there exists 

x ∈ O B such that x ∈ O P I
As,At

(O B), but x∈O P I
As,At

(X). Based on this fact, the following definition is proposed.

Definition 3.2. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table and As, At ⊆ A, where As ∩ At =
∅, and As ∪ At 	= ∅. For each X ⊆ O B ,

D D I
As,At

(X) = |O P I
As,At

(X)|/|O P I
As,At

(O B)|
is called the description degree of X with respect to As, At . If |O P I

As,At
(O B)| = 0, then we say that the description degree 

of X with respect to As, At does not exist.
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For the description degree of X with respect to As, At , there are several explanations as follows:
(1) If |O P I

As,At
(O B)| 	= 0, then 0 ≤ D D I

As,At
(X) ≤ 1.

(2) Because of O P I
As,At

(O B) = gI
As,At

, D D I
As,At

(X) can also be written as |O P I
As,At

(X)|/|gI
As,At

|.
(3) If P = {X1, X2, · · · , Xp} is a partition of O B , then D D I

As,At
(X1) + D D I

As,At
(X2) + · · · + D D I

As,At
(Xp) = 1.

Example 3.1 (Continued from Example 2.1). For As = {a4}, At = {a3, a5}, and X = {o1, o2, o3, o4}, then we have that 
O P I

As,At
(O B) = {o2, o6, o7, o8} and O P I

As,At
(X) = {o2}. Based on Definition 3.2, then D D I

As,At
(X) = 0.25.

Attribute reduction is a very important and basic content in granular computing theory [42–44,65,66]. When we analyze 
the data, one can find that some attributes in the information system do not have any influence on the granular structures 
or the granular computing models. In this case, it is necessary to eliminate these redundant attributes. According to the 
structural characteristics of the information granules proposed in Section 2, a new attribute reduction is introduced as 
follows:

Definition 3.3. Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table. For any As, At ⊆ AT , and As ∩ At = ∅, if 
there exists as ∈ As or at ∈ At such that gI

As/{as},At
= gI

As,At
or gI

As,At/{at } = gI
As,At

, then as and at are respectively called the 
reducible attributes of As and At . Otherwise, as and at are respectively called the irreducible attributes of As and At . The 
ordered pair (ARed

s , ARed
t ) is called a reduction of (As, Ak), if (ARed

s , ARed
t ) satisfies two conditions: (1) gI

ARed
s ,ARed

t
= gI

As,At
; 

(2) For each a′
s ∈ ARed

s , and each a′
t ∈ ARed

t , one can find that gI
ARed

s /{a′
s},ARed

t
	= gI

As,At
, and gI

ARed
s ,ARed

t /{a′
t }

	= gI
As,At

.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table, and As, At ⊆ AT , where As ∩ At = ∅, 
and as ∈ As, then for any X ⊆ O B, O P I

As/{as},At
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X) if and only if as is a reducible attribute of As and At .

Proof. It can be proved easily by Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. �
Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table, As, At ⊆ AT , where As ∩ At = ∅ and As ∪ At 	= ∅. 

First, suppose Ask = As/{as1 , as2 , · · · , ask }, k = 1, 2, · · · , p. Obviously, for as1 ∈ As , (∩ai∈As1
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩

(∩a j∈At ga j ) if and only if as1 is a reducible attribute of As and At . Then, for any X ⊆ O B , from Proposition 3.6, one can find 
that O P I

As1 ,At
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X). Similarly, for as2 ∈ As1 , (∩ai∈As2

gai ) ∩(∩a j∈At ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩(∩a j∈At ga j ) if and only if as2

is a reducible attribute of As1 and At . Then we have that O P I
As2 ,At

(X) = O P I
As,At

(X). Repeat the previous steps until there 
is asp (where asp ∈ Asp−1) satisfying the following two conditions: (1) (∩ai∈Asp

gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ); 
(2) For each asm ∈ Asp , (∩ai∈Asp /{asm } gai ) ∩ ((∩a j∈At ga j )) 	= (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ). Hence, according to Proposition 3.6, we 
have that O P I

Asp
(X) = O P I

As
(X).

Second, suppose Atl = At/{at1 , at2 , · · · , atl }, l = 1, 2, · · · , q. For at1 ∈ At , (∩ai∈Asp
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At1

ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩
(∩a j∈At ga j ) if and only if at1 is a reducible attribute of Asp and At . Then one can find that O P I

Asp ,At1
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X). 

Similarly, for at2 ∈ At1 , (∩ai∈Asp
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At2

ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ) if and only if as2 is a reducible attribute 
of Asp and At1 . Then we have that O P I

Asp ,At2
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X). Repeat the previous steps until there exists atq (where 

atq ∈ Atq−1 ) satisfying the following two conditions: (1) (∩ai∈Asp
gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈Atq

ga j ) = (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ); (2) For each 
atn ∈ Atq , (∩ai∈Asp

gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈Atq /{atn } ga j ) 	= (∩ai∈As gai ) ∩ (∩a j∈At ga j ). Thus, (Asp , Atq ) is a reduction of (As, At), and according 
to Proposition 3.6, we have that O P I

Asp ,Atq
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X).

Corollary 3.2. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table, and As, At ⊆ AT , where As ∩ At = ∅, 
A′

s ⊆ As, and A′
t ⊆ At , then for any X ⊆ O B, O P I

A′
s,A′

t
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X) if and only if (A′

s, A′
t) is a reduction of (As, At).

Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table, and As, At ⊆ AT , then a reduction of (As, At) can be 
obtained step by step according to the steps introduced above. Here, an example is employed to illustrate how to get the 
reduction of (As, At).

Example 3.2 (Continued from Example 2.1). Let As = {a1, a4, a6}, At = {a2, a5}, we have that (ga1 ∩ ga4 ∩ ga6 ) ∩ (ga2 ∩ ga5 ) ={o5, o7}. Now let’s try to find a reduction of (As, At). First, (ga4 ∩ ga6 ) ∩ (ga2 ∩ ga5 ) = {o5, o7}, then a1 is an reducible 
attribute of As , and At . Second, it is clear that ga6 ∩ (ga2 ∩ ga5 ) = {o5, o7}, then a4 is also a reducible attribute of As and At . 
However, ga2 ∩ ga5 = {o2, o5, o6, o7} 	= {o5, o7}, so a6 is an irreducible attribute of As, At . Similarly, based on the equation 
ga6 ∩ ga5 = {o5, o7}, a4 is an reducible attribute of As, At . Finally, one can find that ga6 = {o5, o7}, a5 is a reducible attribute 
of As and At , too. Therefore, ({a6, ∅}) is a reduction of (As, At).
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3 =
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table, A′
s ⊆ As and A′

t ⊆ At , then the 
following results hold.

(1) For any X ⊆ O B, we have that O P I
As,At

(X) ⊆ O P I
A′

s,A′
t
(X);

(2) If as ∈ A′
s, at ∈ A′

t are both the reducible attributes of A′
s and A′

t , then as ∈ A′
s, at ∈ A′

t are both the reducible attributes of As

and At .

Proof. (1) Since A′
s ⊆ As and A′

t ⊆ At , then gI
As,At

⊆ gI
A′

s,A′
t
. By Definition 3.1, for any X ⊆ O B , we have that O P I

As,At
(X) ⊆

O P I
A′

s,A′
t
(X).

(2) Since as ∈ A′
s is the reducible attribute of A′

s and A′
t , then one can find that gI

A′
s/{as},A′

t
= gI

A′
s,A′

t
. Then we have that 

gI
A′

s/{as},A′
t
∩ gI

As/A′
s,At/A′

t
= gI

A′
s,A′

t
∩ gI

As/A′
s,At/A′

t
, i.e., gI

As/{as},At
= gI

As,At
. Thus, as ∈ A′

s is the reducible attribute of As and At . 
Similarly, it is clear that at ∈ A′

t is the reducible attribute of As and At . �
Definition 3.4. Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table. For any X ⊆ O B and any As, At ⊆ AT
(where As ∩ At = ∅), if there exists as ∈ As or at ∈ At such that O P I

As/{as},At
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X) or O P I

As,At/{at }(X) =
O P I

As,At
(X), then as and at are respectively called the reducible attributes of As and At with respect to X . Otherwise, 

as and at are respectively called the irreducible attributes of As and At with respect to X .
The ordered pair (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) is called a reduction of (As, Ak) with respect to X , if (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) satisfies 

two conditions: (1) O P I

A
RedX
s ,A

RedX
t

(X) = O P I
As,At

(X). (2) For each a′
s ∈ ARedX

s and each a′
t ∈ ARedX

t , one can find that 

O P I

A
RedX
s /{a′

s},A
RedX
t

(X) 	= O P I
As,At

(X) and O P I

A
RedX
s ,A

RedX
t /{a′

t }
(X) 	= O P I

As,At
(X).

Based on Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, we have the following two explanations:
(1) In Definition 3.4, if X = O B , then the two reductions defined in Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 are the same;
(2) In Definition 3.3, O P I

ARed
s ,ARed

t
(X) = O P I

As,At
(X) is true for any X ⊆ O B , while in Definition 3.4, O P I

A
RedX
s ,A

RedX
t

(X) =
O P I

As,At
(X) is true only for a given X ⊆ O B .

Next, a specific example will be employed to further explain the differences between Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 as follows.

Example 3.3 (Continued from Example 2.1). Suppose that X = {o1, o2, o4, o7}, As = {a3, a4}, and At = {a5, a6}. On the one hand, 
based on Definition 3.3, ({a3}, {a5, a6}) is the reduction of ({a3, a4}, {a5, a6}).

On the other hand, according to Definition 3.4, ({a3}, ∅) is the reduction of ({a3, a4}, {a5, a6}) with respect to X =
{o1, o2, o4, o7}.

Proposition 3.8. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For X ⊆ O B, the following results 
hold.

(1) If O P I
As,At

(X) = ∅ if and only if gI
As,At

∩ X = ∅;

(2) If O P I
As,At

(X) 	= ∅, O P I
As,At

(X) 	= gI
As,At

, and O P I
As,At

(X) 	= X if and only if gI
As,At

∩ X 	= ∅, gI
As,At

� X, and X � gI
As,At

;

(3) If O P I
As,At

(X) = gI
As,At

if and only if gI
As,At

⊆ X.

(4) If O P I
As,At

(X) = X if and only if X ⊆ gI
As,At

.

Proof. It is immediate from Definition 3.1. �
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) is an information table. For each X ⊆ O B, there exist 
O P I

As1 ,At1
(X), O P I

As2 ,At2
(X), · · · , O P I

Asu ,Atu
(X) such that X = ∪u

i=1 O P I
Asi ,Ati

(X).

Example 3.4 (Continued from Example 2.1). For X = {o1, o3, o4, o5, o7}, As1 = {a2, a3}, At1 = {a1}, As2 = {a3}, At2 = {a1, a2, a4}, As

{a2}, At3 = {a4}, As4 = {a6}, and At4 = ∅, we have that O P I
As1 ,At1

(X) = {o1}; O P I
As2 ,At2

(X) = {o3}; O P I
As3 ,At3

(X) = {o4}; 
O P I

As4 ,At4
(X) = {o5, o7}. Thus, X = O P I

As1 ,At1
(X) ∪ O P I

As2 ,At2
(X) ∪ O P I

As3 ,At3
(X) ∪ O P I

As4 ,At4
(X). Therefore, X is the union of 

four sets O P I
As1 ,At1

(X), O P I
As2 ,At2

(X), O P I
As3 ,At3

(X) and O P I
As4 ,At4

(X).

In Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, two concepts of attribute reduction are given. Sometimes, the degree of attribute reduction 
needs to be considered. So the concept of reduction degree is further introduced as follows.

Definition 3.5. Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table. For any As, At ⊆ AT , and As ∩ At = ∅, if 
(ARed

s , ARed
t ) is a reduction of (As, Ak), then
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Fig. 2. An information security network.

R D I (ARed
s , ARed

t ) = 1 − (|ARed
s | + |ARed

t |)/(|As| + |At |)
is called the reduction degree of As, At .

For each X ⊆ O B , if (ARedX
s , ARedX

t ) is the reduction of (As, Ak) with respect to X , then

R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) = 1 − (|ARedX

s | + |ARedX
t |)/(|As| + |At |)

is called the reduction degree of As, At with respect to X .

Obviously, 0 ≤ R D I (ARed
s , ARed

t ) ≤ 1 − 1/(|As| + |At |), and for each X ⊆ O B , 0 ≤ R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) ≤ 1 − 1/(|As| + |At |). 

Because ARed
s and ARed

t cannot both be empty sets, so R D I (ARed
s , ARed

t ) 	= 1. Similarly, R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) 	= 1.

What is the relationship between the two reduction degrees in Definition 3.5? The following conclusion answers this 
question.

Proposition 3.10. Let I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }) be an information table. For each X ⊆ O B and any As, At ⊆ AT , 
where As ∩ At = ∅, then R D I (ARed

s , ARed
t ) ≤ R D I

X (ARedX
s , ARedX

t ).

Proof. For each X ⊆ O B , based on Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, one can find that ARedX
s ⊆ ARed

s and ARedX
t ⊆ ARed

t . Then |ARedX
s | +

|ARedX
t | ≤ |ARed

s | + |ARed
t |. Therefore, 1 − (|ARed

s | + |ARed
t |)/|As| + |At |) ≤ 1 − (|ARedX

s | + |ARedX
t |)/|As| + |At |). That is to say 

that R D I (ARed
s , ARed

t ) ≤ R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ). �

Example 3.5 (Continued from Example 3.3). For X = {o1, o2, o4, o7}, As = {a3, a4}, and At = {a5, a6}. One can find that 
(ARed

s , ARed
t ) = ({a3}, {a5, a6}). Then R D I (ARed

s , ARed
t ) = 1 − 3/4 = 0.25. On the other hand, because of (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) =

({a3}, ∅), so R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) = 1 − 1/4 = 0.75. Obviously, R D I (ARed

s , ARed
t ) ≤ R D I

X (ARedX
s , ARedX

t ).

4. An application in network security

Network security is now a hot research direction. With the increasing popularity of information technology, people not 
only enjoy the convenience brought by information technology, but also pay more attention to the security of information 
transmission. Therefore, it is particularly important to study various network security problems.

For example, an international flight taking off from the starting point needs to fly a long distance to reach the terminal 
point. When the aircraft is flying over the airspace of a country, the radar of that country will certainly verify the aircraft, 
and provide the altitude, heading and speed of the aircraft to other planes in the nearby airspace for the purpose of flight 
safety; If the aircraft does not fly over the airspace of a country, but passes near the airspace of that country, the radar 
of that country may or may not detect the aircraft; If the aircraft is far from the airspace of a country, the radar of that 
country will not identify the aircraft. In other words, during the flight of the aircraft, some radars need to detect it, some 
radars may or may not recognize it, and some radars will not verify it. So we can use the model based three-way decision 
proposed in this paper to analyze and deal with this aviation safety network.

Based on this example, if all the aircrafts and all the radars are respectively regarded as the information transceivers and 
the information detection stations, respectively, then an information security network similar to that shown in Fig. 2 can be 
induced.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the information transceiver o0 can send the information to detection station a1. Then information 
detection station a1 detects the information. Eventually, the detected information will be sent to information transceivers 
o2, o4, o5, o6, o7. Meanwhile, the information transceiver o0 can also send the information to detection station a2. Then infor-
mation detection station a2 detects the information. Finally, the detected information will be sent to information transceivers 
o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o9.

Here, for the information security network shown in Fig. 2, the following basic assumptions need to be met:
(1) Any two information transceivers cannot share undetected information with each other;
(2) The information send and received by any transceiver should be detected by at least one information detection 

station.
Usually, an information security network can be defined by a tuple as follows:

INS = (T C,MS, {Va|a ∈ MS}, { fa|a ∈ MS})
where T C = {o1, o2, · · · , on} is a nonempty finite set of the information transceivers; MS = {a1, a2, · · · , am} is a nonempty 
finite set of the information monitoring stations; V = ∪a∈M S Va , Va is the domain of information monitoring station a; 
fa : T C → Va is an information detection function. We use fa (o) to denote the value of the information transceiver o on the 
information monitoring station a. Suppose that for each a ∈ MS , Va = {0, 1}, where fa (o) = 1 means that the information 
sent and transferred by o needs to be tested by a; fa (o) = 0 means that the information sent and transferred by o does 
not need to be tested by a. For any Ms, Mt ⊆ MS , T Ms,Mt is a set of the information transceivers, in which all information 
transmitted and received by the information transceivers in T Ms,Mt is detected by the monitoring stations in Ms , but not by 
the monitoring stations in Mt .

For different security networks, people’s focus and problems to be solved are naturally different [56,57,67]. In order to 
better explain how to use the model introduced in this paper to deal with the network security presented in Fig. 2, here, 
the following definitions need to be proposed first.

Definition 4.1. Suppose that INS = (T C, MS, {Va|a ∈ MS}, { fa|a ∈ MS}) is an information security network. For any 
Ms, Mt ⊆MS and any T ⊆ T C , then

αT
Ms,Mt

= |T ∩ T Ms,Mt |/|T Ms,Mt |
is called the inclusion rate of T with respect to Ms and Mt .

αT
Ms,Mt

is the ratio of the cardinalities of the two sets T ∩ T Ms,Mt and T Ms,Mt . Obviously, 0 ≤ αT
Ms,Mt

≤ 1.

Definition 4.2. Suppose that INS = (T C, MS, {Va|a ∈ MS}, { fa|a ∈ MS}) is an information security network. For any 
Ms1 , Ms2 , Mt1 , Mt2 ⊆MS , where Ms1 ⊆ Ms2 , and Mt1 ⊆ Mt2 . If T Ms1 ,Mt1

= T Ms2 ,Mt2
, then

β(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) = 1 − (|Ms1 | + |Mt1 |)/(|Ms2 | + |Mt2 |)
is called the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect to Ms1 , Mt1 .

For any Ms1 , Ms2 , Mt1 , Mt2 ⊆ MS , (where Ms1 ⊆ Ms2 , and Mt1 ⊆ Mt2 ), and any T ⊆ T C . If T Ms1 ,Mt1
∩ T = T Ms2 ,Mt2

∩ T , 
then

βT
(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) = 1 − (|Ms1 | + |Mt1 |)/(|Ms2 | + |Mt2 |)

is called the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect to Ms1 , Mt1 and T .

β(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) (or βT
(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 )

) can be seen as the quotient of the cardinalities of Ms2 + Mt2 − Ms1 − Mt1 and 
Ms2 + Mt2 while T Ms2 ,Mt2

(or T Ms2 ,Mt2
∩ T ) stays unchanged. The larger the β(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) is, the larger the (|Ms2 | +|Mt2 |) − (|Ms1 | + |Mt1 |) is, so the more monitoring stations are removed from Ms2 and Mt2 .

For an information network, people usually pay attention to many problems, such as information transmission, informa-
tion supervision, network stability and so on. Therefore, in the information network shown in Fig. 2, we also need to study 
and answer the following questions.

(Q 1) Which of the five information transceivers in T = {o1, o3, o4, o7, o8} sends and receives information only through 
information detection stations in Ms = {a1, a2, a3}?

(Q 2) Which of all information transceivers sends and receives information only through information detection stations 
Ms = {a1, a2, a3}?

(Q 3) For T = {o1, o3, o4, o7, o8}, Ms = {a1, a2, a3} and Mt = ∅, what is the inclusion rate of T with respect to Ms and Mt ?
(Q 4) Which of all information transceivers sends and receives information through information detection stations Ms =

{a2, a6} but not through Mt = {a5}?
(Q 5) If the information detection station a2 is under maintenance and cannot work properly, what impact will it have 

on the conclusion of questions 3 listed above?
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Table 2
An information table based the information 
security.

O B a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

o0 1 1 1 0 0 0
o1 0 1 0 1 0 0
o2 1 1 1 0 0 0
o3 0 1 1 1 0 1
o4 1 1 0 0 1 1
o5 1 1 0 1 0 1
o6 1 1 1 0 0 0
o7 1 1 1 1 0 1
o8 0 0 1 0 1 1
o9 0 1 1 1 0 1

(Q 6) Which of the five information transceivers T = {o0, o1, o2, o5, o7} sends and receives information through informa-
tion detection stations Ms = {a1, a2, a6} but not through Mt = {a3, a5}?

(Q 7) If the information detection station a2 is under maintenance and cannot work properly, what impact will it have 
on the conclusion of questions 5 listed above?

(Q 8) For Ms2 = {a1, a2}, Mt2 = {a4, a5},Ms1 = {a1} and Mt1 = {a4}, then what is the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect 
to Ms1 , Mt1 ? For T = {o1, o2, o6, o9}, M ′

s1
= ∅ and M ′

t1
= {a4}, then what is the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect to 

M ′
s1

, M ′
t1

and T ?

Next, we can use the model based on the three-way decision idea proposed in this paper to deal with the information 
security network shown in Fig. 2, and answer the above eight questions in four steps.

Step 1: INS = (T C, MS, {Va|a ∈ MS}, { fa|a ∈ MS}) is the information network shown in Fig. 2, where T C =
{o0, o1, · · · , o9} is the set of ten information transceivers, and MS = {a1, a2, · · · , a6} is the set of six information detec-
tion stations.

Step 2: According to Step 1, we can turn the information network to an information table I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈
AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }), where O B = T C = {o0, o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o8, o9}; AT =MS = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}; V = ∪a j∈AT Va j ,

Va j = {0, 1}; fa j (oi) = 1 means that the information sent by the information transceiver oi will be checked by the informa-
tion detection station a j ; fa j (oi) = 0 means that the information sent by the information transceiver oi won’t be checked 
by the information detection station a j, i = 0, 1, · · · , 9, j = 1, 2, · · · , 6. More details can be found in Table 2.

Step 3: Based on the information table presented in Table 2, twelve basic information granules can be respectively shown 
as follows.

ga1 = {o0, o2, o4, o5, o6, o7}, ga2 = {o0, o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7, o9}, ga3 = {o0, o2, o3, o6, o7, o8, o9}, ga4 = {o1, o3,o5, o7,o9}, 
ga5 = {o4, o8}, ga6 = {o3, o4, o5, o7, o8, o9};

ga1 = {o1, o3, o8, o9}, ga2 = {o8}, ga3 = {o1, o4, o5}, ga4 = {o0, o2, o4, o6, o8}, ga5 = {o0, o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7, o9}, ga6 =
{o0, o1, o2, o6}.

Based on the structures of gai and gai , gai is the set of all the information transceivers that the information sent and 
received must be detected by the information detection station ai ; and gai is the set of all the information transceivers that 
the information sent and received do not need to be detected by the information detection station ai , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Step 4: First, let’s answer the first question. Let X1 = T = {o1, o3, o4, o7, o8}, As1 = Ms = {a1, a2, a3}, At1 = {a4, a5, a6}, 
then gI

As1 ,At1
= {o0, o2, o6}. According to Definition 3.1, we have that O P I

As1 ,At1
(X1) = ∅. From Proposition 3.1, we know that 

among the five information transceivers o1, o3, o4, o7, o8, then there is no information transceiver in T that can send and 
receive information only through information detection stations in Ms = {a1, a2, a3}.

Second, we will answer the second question. Let X2 = O B , As2 = Ms = {a1, a2, a3}, At2 = {a4, a5, a6}, then gI
As2 ,At2

=
{o0, o2, o6}. According to Definition 3.1, we have that O P I

As2 ,At2
(X2) = gI

As2 ,At2
= {o0, o2, o6}. From Proposition 3.2, we know 

that among all the information transceivers, these three information transceivers o0, o2, o6 can send and receive information 
only through information detection stations in Ms = {a1, a2, a3}.

Third, we will answer the third question. Based on the relationship between the information security network shown 
in Fig. 2 and the information system presented in Table 2, if T = X, Ms = As , and Mt = At , then αT

Ms,Mt
= D D I

As,At
(X). 

According to Definition 3.2, one can find that D D I
As,At

(X) = 0. That is to say that the inclusion rate of T with respect to Ms

and Mt is zero.
Fourth, let’s answer the fourth question. Let X3 = O B, As3 = Ms = {a2, a6}, At3 = Mt = {a5}, we have that gI

As3 ,At3
=

{o3, o5, o7, o9}. Thus, we have that O P I
As3 ,At3

(X3) = {o3, o5, o7, o9}. Therefore, based on Proposition 3.2, one can find that 
information transceivers o3, o5, o7, o9 send and receive information through information detection stations in Ms = {a2, a6}
but not through information detection stations in Mt = {a5} in this information security network.
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Fifth, let’s answer the fifth question. According to Definition 3.4, a2 is a reducible attribute of As3 and At3 with respect to 
X3. Then, if the information detection station a2 does not work, it won’t make any difference to the conclusion of question 3.

Sixth, let’s deal with the sixth question. Let X4 = T = {o0, o1, o2, o5, o7}, As4 = Ms = {a1, a2, a6}, At4 = Mt = {a3, a5}, 
we have that gI

As4 ,At4
= {o5}. Thus, we have that O P I

As4 ,At4
(X4) = {o5}. Therefore, based on Proposition 3.1, one can 

find that only information transceiver o5 in T sends and receives information through information detection stations 
in T = {o0, o1, o2, o5, o7} but not through information detection stations in Ms = {a1, a2, a6} in this information security 
network.

Seventh, we will answer the seventh question. Since a2 is a reducible attribute of As3 and At3 , As3 ⊆ As4 and At3 ⊆ At4 , 
then based on Proposition 3.7, a2 is also a reducible attribute of As4 and At4 . Therefore, if the information detection station 
a2 does not work, it won’t make any difference to the conclusion of question 6.

Finally, let’s answer the last question. Let Ms2 = As, Mt2 = At , Ms1 = ARed
s , Mt1 = ARed

t , we have that R D I (ARed
s , ARed

t ) =
β(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) . So β(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 ) = 0.5. Therefore, the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect to Ms1 , Mt1 is 
0.5. Similarly, let X = T = {o1, o2, o6, o9}, M ′

s1
= ARedX

s , M ′
t1

= ARedX
t , then R D I

X (ARedX
s , ARedX

t ) = βT
(Ms2 ,Mt2 ),(Ms1 ,Mt1 )

. Since 

R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ) = 0.75, so the removal rate of Ms2 , Mt2 with respect to M ′

s1
, M ′

t1
and T is 0.75.

5. The algorithms for computing approximation set and the reduction

In this section, we design two algorithms for computing the description set, the description degree, the reduction and 
reduction degree. These two algorithms will play an important role in the future study of the applications of granular 
computing model proposed in this paper.

First, the Algorithm 1 is developed for computing the description set and description degree. The steps 1-2 compute the 
basic information granules based on the indispensable attributes. The steps 3-6 compute the information granule gI

As ,∅ only 
related to At . Then, the information granule gI

As,At
is computed by steps 7-11. We can get the description set O P I

As,At
(X)

of any subset X ⊆ O B through the intersection of gI
As,At

and X by step 12. Finally, steps 13-14 compute the description 
degree of X by the quotient of cardinal numbers of gI

As,At
∩ X and gI

As,At
.

Algorithm 1: An algorithm for computing the description set O P I
As,At

(X) and description degree D D I
As,At

(X).

Input : An information system I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }), two attribute sets As = {as
i |i = 1, 2 · · · , p}, At = {at

j | j = 1, 2, · · · , q}, and 
X ⊆ O B;

Output : O P I
As ,At

(X) and D D I
As ,At

(X).

1 begin
2 Compute gas

1
, gas

2
, · · · , gas

p
;

3 gI
As ,∅ ← O B;

4 for i = 1 : p; i <= p; i + + do
5 gI

As ,∅ ← gI
As ,∅ ∩ gas

i

6 end
7 Compute gat

1
, gat

2
, · · · , gat

q
;

8 gI
As ,At

← gI
As ,∅;

9 for j = 1 : q; i <= q; j + + do
10 gI

As ,At
← gI

As ,At
∩ gat

j

11 end
12 Compute gI

As ,At
∩ X // where gI

As ,At
∩ X = O P I

As ,At
(X);

13 Compute |gI
As ,At

∩ X |/|gI
As ,At

| // where |gI
As ,At

∩ X |/|gI
As ,At

| = D D I
As ,At

(X);

14 end

The time complexity analysis
The steps 1-2 compute the relationship between every object and attribute, and its time complexity is |O B| ∗ |AT |. We
consider each information granule which is induced by As in steps 3-6. So, the time complexity is |As|. In a similar reason, 
the time complexity is |At | in steps 7-13. In summary, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is T (n) = |O B| ∗|AT | +|As| +|At |. 
In addition, according to |As| + |At | ≤ |AT |, then the time complexity is O (|O B| ∗ |AT |).

Second, Algorithm 2 is designed to compute the reduction and reduction degree related to Definitions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. 
The steps 1-3 can be obtained by Algorithm 1. The steps 4-8 and steps 9-13 are finding the reduction through keeping 
approximation set constant when an attribute is deleted from As and At . Finally, steps 14-15 compute the reduction degree 
of X ⊆ O B .
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Table 3
The basic information of data sets.

No. Data set name Abbreviation Objects Attributes

1 Autism − Child − Data ACD 292 10
2 Autism − Adult − Data AAD 704 10
3 SemeionHandwrittenDigit SHD 70 204
4 Diabetes130 − U Shospitals DUS 3983 20
5 Abscisic AcidSignalingNet work AASN 5456 43
6 Sgemm Product SP 67360 4

Table 4
The time consumption of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 when X take 10% objects.

Time ACD AAD SHD DUS AASN SP

AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2

As, At 10% 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.156 0.000 0.093 0.015 0.265 0.062 2.187
20% 0.015 0.046 0.000 0.046 0.000 0.421 0.015 0.281 0.109 0.609 0.000 2.281
30% 0.031 0.046 0.000 0.109 0.046 1.078 0.031 0.421 0.062 0.703 0.000 2.312
40% 0.031 0.046 0.031 0.078 0.046 1.453 0.031 0.687 0.093 1.125 0.015 2.125
50% 0.031 0.046 0.000 0.062 0.078 2.406 0.046 0.937 0.125 4.312 0.015 2.328

Algorithm 2: An algorithm for computing the reduct (ARedX
s , ARedX

t ) and reduct degree R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ).

Input : An information system I = (O B, AT , {Va|a ∈ AT }, { fa|a ∈ AT }), two attribute sets As = {as
i |i = 1, 2 · · · , p}, At = {at

j | j = 1, 2, · · · , q} and 
X ⊆ O B;

Output : ARedX
s , ARedX

t and R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t ).

1 begin
2 Compute gas

1
, gas

2
, · · · , gas

p
, gat

1
, gat

2
, · · · , gat

q
;

3 Compute gI
As ,At

;

4 for i = 1 : p; i <= p; i + + do
5 ARedX

s ← As ;
6 If gI

As/{as
i },At

∩ X = gI
As ,At

∩ X then

7 ARedX
s ← ARedX

s /{as
i }, As ← As/{as

i }
8 end
9 for j = 1 : q; i <= q; j + + do

10 ARedX
t ← At ;

11 If gI

A
RedX
s ,At /{at

j }
∩ X = gI

A
RedX
s ,At

∩ X then

12 ARedX
t ← ARedX

t /{at
j}, At ← At/{at

j}
13 end

14 Compute 1 − (|ARedX
s | + |ARedX

t |)/(|As| + |At |) // where 1 − (|ARedX
s | + |ARedX

t |)/(|As| + |At |) = R D I
X (ARedX

s , ARedX
t );

15 end

The time complexity analysis
The steps 1-3 compute the information granule gI

As,At
and the time complexity is (|As| + |As|) ∗ |O B|, where |As| + |At | ≤

|AT |. The steps 4-15 compute the approximation set when an attribute is deleted in As and As . So, the time complexity is 
(|As| + |As|) ∗ |AT | ∗ |O B|, and |As| + |At | ≤ |AT |. To sum up, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is T (n) = (|As| + |As|) ∗
|O B| + (|As| + |As|) ∗ |AT | ∗ |O B|. That is to say, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O (|AT |2 ∗ |O B|).

6. Experimental analysis

In the previous section, we presented two algorithms for computing approximation set and the reduction, respectively. 
In this part, we choose six data sets in UCI for experimental analysis in order to verify the superiority and effectiveness 
of the algorithms. We pretreated the data in the experiment in order to ensure the validity of the experiment. We select 
the new data set composed of attributes whose attribute values are non metric data from the original data set which 
contain complex data types. This preprocessing method does not change the range of attribute values, which is beneficial 
to ensure the authenticity of the experiment. The basic information of data sets is shown in Table 3. These experiments are 
implemented by using Matlab R2016b and performed on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-6700, 3.40 GHz CPU, 
12.0 GB of memory, and 64-bit Windows 10.

We preprocess the data and only keep the 0-1 Boolean data set as the experimental data set. In order to study the 
general rules of approximation set and reduction and ensure the objectivity of the experiment, the experiment randomly 
selects some attributes from attribute sets As and At , and randomly selects some objects from object set X . Table 4 shows 
the time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 when X takes 10% of objects and As , At gradually increase. Table 5 shows 
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Table 5
The time consumption of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 when X take 30% objects.

Time ACD AAD SHD DUS AASN SP

AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2

As, At 10% 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.046 0.000 0.109 0.000 0.125 0.015 0.171 0.000 6.531
20% 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.031 0.046 0.421 0.015 0.218 0.031 0.531 0.015 6.734
30% 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.046 0.031 0.781 0.078 0.515 0.046 1.250 0.062 6.921
40% 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.078 0.031 1.359 0.046 0.984 0.140 2.281 0.000 6.875
50% 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.093 0.031 2.390 0.093 1.078 0.125 3.062 0.000 6.796

Table 6
The time consumption of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 when X take 50% objects.

Time ACD AAD SHD DUS AASN SP

AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2

As, At 10% 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.109 0.015 0.156 0.015 0.375 0.000 10.796
20% 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.046 0.015 0.375 0.031 0.484 0.062 0.937 0.062 11.031
30% 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.062 0.031 0.765 0.078 0.609 0.093 1.078 0.000 10.859
40% 0.000 0.015 0.031 0.062 0.031 1.546 0.031 0.718 0.109 2.437 0.000 11.078
50% 0.000 0.062 0.000 0.062 0.046 2.109 0.078 1.171 0.116 2.869 0.000 11.031

Table 7
The time consumption of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 when X take 70% objects.

Time ACD AAD SHD DUS AASN SP

AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2 AL1 AL2

As, At 10% 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.046 0.171 0.015 0.125 0.015 0.328 0.062 15.500
20% 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.000 0.359 0.062 0.203 0.093 0.750 0.062 15.453
30% 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.046 0.031 0.734 0.031 0.500 0.093 1.296 0.062 15.593
40% 0.000 0.015 0.015 0.046 0.015 1.359 0.031 0.750 0.109 2.656 0.015 15.843
50% 0.000 0.015 0.031 0.093 0.031 2.015 0.046 1.031 0.140 2.906 0.000 15.484

Table 8
Description degree (DDI) of X when As,At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data set.

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 Average

ACD 0.042 0.054 0.128 0.066 0.047 0.021 0.238 0.150 0.060 0.106 0.091
AAD 0.086 0.067 0.048 0.098 0.076 0.152 0.112 0.120 0.117 0.096 0.097
SHD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DUS 0.000 0.095 0.000 0.000 0.121 0.135 0.181 0.091 0.086 0.000 0.071
AASN 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
SP 0.099 0.099 0.100 0.102 0.100 0.1017 0.098 0.102 0.101 0.1027 0.100

Table 9
Reduction degree (RDI) of As,At when As,At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data set.

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 Average

ACD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
AAD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHD 0.900 0.875 0.950 0.950 0.900 0.925 0.950 0.950 0.875 0.975 0.925
DUS 0.500 0.250 0.500 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.500 0.250 0.250
AASN 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.125 0.875 0.500 0.500 0.875 0.500 0.000 0.487
SP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

the time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 when X takes 30% of objects and As , At gradually increase. Table 6 shows 
the time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 when X takes 50% of objects and As , At gradually increase. Table 7 shows 
the time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 when X takes 70% of objects and As , At gradually increase. Table 8 shows 
the description degree (DDI) of X when As, At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data set. Table 9 shows 
the reduction degree (RDI) of As, At when As, At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data set. Fig. 3 is a 
line chart which is showing the time consumption of Algorithm 1 changing with As, At when X takes different object sets. 
Fig. 4 is a line chart which is showing the time consumption of Algorithm 2 changing with As, At when X takes different 
object sets. Fig. 5 is a line chart which is showing the time consumption of Algorithm 1 changing with X when As and At

take different attribute sets. Fig. 6 is a line chart which is showing the time consumption of Algorithm 2 changing with X
when As and At take different attribute sets. Fig. 7 is a line chart which is showing the description degree (DDI) of X when 
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Fig. 3. The time consumption of Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4. The time consumption of Algorithm 2.

As, At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data sets. Fig. 8 is a line chart which is showing the reduction 
degree (RDI) of As, At when As, At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data sets. Fig. 9 is a line chart which 
is showing the average of DDI and RDI for six data sets. We can get the following conclusions by analyzing the experimental 
data.
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Fig. 5. The time consumption of Algorithm 1.

Fig. 6. The time consumption of Algorithm 2.

• The time consumption of Algorithm 1 is very small, even if the size of the data set is from tens to tens of thousands, 
the time consumption of Algorithm 1 is still less than 0.14 s. It shows that Algorithm 1 has very strong practical value and 
can be applied to high-dimensional data.

• The time consumption of Algorithm 2 is higher than that of Algorithm 1. But the time consumption is still controlled 
within 5 s, small time consumption is very important for the generalization of Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 can quickly and 
efficiently eliminate redundant attributes from the data set and get reduction.
Q. Kong, X. Zhang, W. Xu et al. International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 144 (2022) 92–112
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Fig. 7. DDI of X when As,At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six data set.

Fig. 8. RDI of As,At when As,At takes 10% attributes and X take 10% objects for six datasets.

Fig. 9. Average of DDI and RDI for six data set.
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• The time consumption of Algorithm 1 has no obvious rule for the change of X and As, At . Because Algorithm 1 needs 
to find every information granule, no matter how big As and At are.

• The time consumption of Algorithm 2 is increasing with As, At . Because Algorithm 2 needs to delete the elements 
from As, At one by one to determine whether the approximation set is the same. The more attributes in As, At , the more 
time consumption. Among them, the line graph of dataset “SP” is close to horizontal. Because “SP” has only four attributes, 
the number of 10% - 50% attributes is almost the same, and the time consumption is similar.

• The time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 has little relationship with the object set X .
• The description degree (DDI) of some data sets exists (D D I > 0), and the description degree (DDI) of some data does 

not exist (D D I = 0).
• The reduction degree (DDI) of data set SHD is close to 0.9 and the reduction degree (DDI) of data sets AASN, DUS 

is greater than 0. It means that reduction degree (DDI) has a good effect. However, not all data sets have good reduction 
effect.

In conclusion, the time consumption of Algorithms 1 and 2 is small, which is mainly related to the size of data set, but 
not to the object set. In particular, the size of attribute set has the greatest impact on Algorithm 2.

7. Conclusion

Granular computing method is an effective theory in the fields of data mining and knowledge discovery. Now, many 
scholars are committed to the research and generalization of granular computing theory. Since 2010, the three-way decision 
theory has gradually developed. Especially in recent years, the research on three-way decision theory has become more and 
more popular and fruitful. Therefore, it is necessary to combine granular computing theory with three-way idea to build 
new methods and models to solve more complex data problems.

In this paper, according to the idea of three-way decision, we construct a new class of information granules by dividing 
all attributes of data into three disjoint parts. Based on the information granules, a novel granular computing model is 
proposed. In terms of theory, on the one hand, we make a series of semantic interpretations of the information granules and 
the model, respectively. On the other hand, we also study and summarize many computational or mathematical properties 
of the model. In application, we illustrate that the model is suitable for dealing with network security problem. In order to 
facilitate the model to solve practical problems, we design the relevant algorithms. Through detailed numerical experiments, 
we find that the algorithms have ideal time consumption. Meanwhile, we also analyze the factors affecting the effectiveness 
of the algorithms.

In this paper, only a superficial study of this new granular structure is carried out, and lots of works need to be further 
discussed. For example, we can investigate the algebraical and topological properties of this model and explore its applica-
tions in other practical problems. In addition, according to the granular structure given in this paper, the relevant rough set 
models can also be established, and the theories and applications of the rough set models will be deeply researched in the 
near future.
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